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Developing the Educational Specifications 
for the Secondary School Plant 

W. E. ROsSENSTENGEL 
University of North Carolina 

KR 

| i HAS BEEN stated many times that the purpose of the second- 

ary school plant is to provide the physical facilities for the edu- 
cational program of the community. If this concept is true, then the 

physical facilities should grow out of the educational program they 

serve. A functional school plant cannot be satisfactorily developed 

unless both the general characteristics and the detailed features of 
the program are set forth. The development of these characteristics 

and features results from the thinking and planning of many people. 

NEEDED PERSONNEL TO DEVELOP SPECIFICATIONS 

Although the superintendent of schools is the chief executive 

officer of the board of education and is responsible for making the 

school plant studies, it is essential that he have assistance in de- 

veloping the educational specifications. It is most desirable for the 

board of education to employ, upon recommendation of the super- 
intendent, a person as an educational consultant. The consultant 

should have a thorough understanding of the educational process. 

He should possess the information required to understand the local 

educational problems in relation to the total community and should 

make available any facts, practices and trends found elsewhere 

throughout the covrtry which may have a bearing upon the local 

problem. A thorough understanding of the content and organiza- 

tion ci the curriculum, the extra class activities, and the general 

teaching procedures are necessary for developing the educational 

specifications. 

In addition to the services rendered by the consultant, the 

administrator should make use of all available resourses within the 

school and the community for developing the educational specifi- 

cations. The classroom teachers can make many good suggestions 

which should be considered in planning a new building. Among 

these are the activities carried on in the classroom, the methods used 

in the instructional program, and the relationships of the different 
subjects to the total program. Teachers cannot decide on technical 

problems pertaining to the design of the classrooms or the total 
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school plant but they can describe what goes on in the classrooms 

and the whole plant. Such descriptions will enable the architect to 
design spaces which will be more functional. 

The pupils of a high school have much to offer in developing 
the educational specifications. They see the building as their 

“school-home” and can help to define their needs and activities. 

Without a clear understanding of what actually goes on in a school 

an architect cannot design a building that will be functional. 
Pupil participation in planning is essential not only to develop a 

better school plant but also to help educate a group of boys and girls 

to participate in community life. 

The personnel who have charge of the operation and mainte- 
nance of a school plant can give many valuable suggestions which 

will aid in designing a school plant. These people, through train- 
ing and experience, have gained knowledges about school plants 
which are often overlooked by administrators, teachers and archi- 

tects. Oftentimes the little things make the difference between a 

school plant that is easy to keep and one that requires hours of 
extra labor to make it look in “tip-top” shape. 

Lay citizens of the community will probably not be able to give 

technical information on what goes on in the classroom nor will 

they be able to furnish technical advice to the architect on the 
design of a school plant. They can, however, furnish much infor- 

mation on the community use of the school plant and the concept 

of the kind of a school system toward which the community is 

working. This information is not only valuable for the kind of 

building which is constructed but also in the support of the com- 

munity for any future building program. 

SELECTION OF COMMITTEES 

There are many possible methods of selecting people to serve on 

the several committees for developing the educational specifications. 

A teacher should be given the opportunity to serve on the commit- 

tee which relates to his work. For example, a teacher of history 

would probably serve on the committee which develops the specifi- 

cations for the social science department. The non-teaching per- 
sonnel should have an opportunity to select the committee which 
they feel would permit them to make the greatest contribution. 

Pupil representation should probably be selected through the stu- 
dent council and the home rooms. 

The selection of lay citizens to help on the several committees 

presents a somewhat more difficult problem. The selection made 
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by the superintendent and the board of education is probably most 

prevalent. Some communities follow the practice of selecting a 

very small central committee and permitting this small committee 

to choose its membership. Other communities secure the committee 

members by having the different organizations of the city to elect 

representatives. A fourth method, which seems to have merit, is to 

extend an invitation to all citizens to attend the initial meeting. 

At this initial meeting, an attempt would be made to explain the 
work of the several different committees and to encourage citizens 
to select the area which proves most interesting. By using this 
method of selection, citizens will likely be willing to give more time 

to the project. 

THE COMMITTEES 

The number and kind of committees that will be organized will, 

to a great extent, be determined by the size of the school and the 

program of studies. The following is a suggestion for the different 

types of committees to be organized if a complete study is to be 

made. 

1. Steering Committee.—This group will have the responsibility 
to see that the several committees function and bring together 

a complete report. 

. General Features.—It will be the responsibility of this com- 

mittee to furnish information on those areas and services of 
the schoo! plant which are common to the total program. 

3. Administration and counseling. 
. Faculty study and lounge area. 

. Language Arts. 

). Mathematics. 

. Natural Science. 

. Social Sciences. 

- Homemaking. 

. Business Education. 

. Physical Education. 

. Library. 

. Auditorium and Little Theater. 

. Music. 

. Student Union. 

. Vocational work. 

. Cafeteria. 

. Site layout. 
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In some schools there may be a need for additional committees; 

while in others some of the above mentioned may be combined. 

TIME FOR DEVELOPING SPECIFICATIONS 

All too often, plans for construction of a high school plant are 

developed too quickly. The architect is told to design a building 

to house a certain number of pupils and to provide for certain 

courses or classes. If adequate educational specifications are to be 

developed for all areas of the school plant, the committees must be 

given ample time to study the problems of the whole school. The 

members of the committees will need to read, to do research, and to 

visit new schools in order that they will become acquainted with the 

modern secondary education program and the activities which will 

be carried out in all areas of the building. The architect or his 

representative who will have much to do with designing the plant, 

should meet with each committee at all times. In this way the 

architect will become better acquainted with the thinking of the dif- 

ferent groups and will be able to better understand the final report. 

The committees will need at least six months to one year to study 

the problems and make a final report on the educational specifica- 

tions. 

To the extent that a thorough report is made by the several com- 

mittees, the architect will be able to design a school plant to meet 

the educational needs of the community. It is necessary to take 

ample time in developing educational specifications so that the 

school plant will be as functional as possible for a number of years. 

Intelligent Approaches to Meeting Second- 
ary-School Housing Shortages 

W. A. STUMPF 
Duke University 

Member, National Council on Schoolhouse Construction 

KR 

HE superintendent of schools who has reduced his elementary- 
school space needs to a formula—ten or fifty new classrooms a 

year—should not feel unduly elated. He has merely been warming 

up for the approaching problem of what to do about the increased 

amount of space likely to be needed for secondary education. 
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Complicating the impending problem are matters requiring 
prior policy decisions of the most fundamental and far-reaching 
sort. The following and others must be considered: 

1. What type of educational organization is best for the given 

school district? 

2. Is this the time to present, adopt, or reject the community 

college idea? 
3. What are the attitudes of the local community about second- 

ary education? What program is consonant with these at- 

titudes? 

4. In the South, what will be the ultimate effect of integration? 

Can we avoid building in locations that, whatever the outcome, 

may be found unsuitable? 

One has only to mention the libraries, the laboratories and 
shops, and the out-of-class activities to realize that facilities for 

secondary schools are likely to cost more than those for elementary 

education. Much money will be needed and the spending of it will 

require planning of the most painstaking kind. 
We may divide, then, the over-all approach into three working 

problems: 1. What do we need? 2. What do we have? 3. How can 

we get and pay for the difference, if one appears? 

WHat Do WE NEED 

The first step to be taken is to determine whether or not there 
is or will be a shortage in the space needs for secondary education in 

this school district. The question cannot be answered with a glib 

“Of course more space will be needed.” In thousands of districts 

in this country and dozens in any given state no additional space 

for secondary work will be necessary. Though it is seldom done, 
one must warn against overbuilding as well as not building enough. 

Data compiled on a nation-wide basis during the School Facili- 
ties Survey showed that approximately 155,000 new classrooms for 

secondary education were being projected.1 So large a nation-wide 

need for secondary-school classroom space is a warning to each local 
district to study its own situation with respect to increased enrol- 

ment, overcrowded rooms, obsolete buildings, and other aspects of 

the problem. 

A next general step is a study of state data, particularly popula- 

tion movements. Is the number of live births consistently 

increasing? Is the state gaining or losing in the migration of 

=e Report Long-range Plans for School Facilities,’ School Life, March, 1956, 
p. 14. 
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the population? What age groups are coming in and which are 
leaving the state? Is industry generally moving in or out of the 

state? Is there any discernible migration to and from the state on 

an occupational or racial basis? Is there a state-wide rural-to-urban 
shift observable? Are state-wide conditions reflected locally? The 

wise superintendent will try to find out. 

Local information.—-However valuable nation-wide and state- 

wide data may be, the immediate problem is a local one. It must 

be solved by the use of predominantly local data. Some of these 
data are general in character, but many are highly specific. Gen- 

eral data concern the population of the district, its industries and 

land-use, its wealth, and the like. 

More specifically, what is the record of live births in the district, 
carried back far enough to determine if a trend exists? One must 

remember that the number of live births? in 1943 and thereabouts 
serves as a guide to help determine the number of ninth-graders to 

expect in 1957. 

Next, the movement of the population into and around the 

district must be ascertained. Is the district growing, and if so, 

what is the character of the new population? If a city district, is 

there a movement from the rural areas, and then perhaps a shift 

back to the fringe areas? In the latter case, what is the attitude of 

the board of education controlling the district in which the fringe 
areas are a part? 

The attractiveness of the district to new industry also affects 

the school population. Because new industry brings new people 

is no reason to suppose, however, that the new children will be 

mostly in the lower grades; the upper and elementary grades may 

feel the larger impact. If, however, the district is indifferent to new 

industry, enrolments may remain relatively stationary or even de- 

cline. 

The characteristics of the school population itself are important. 

Age-grade charts or similar devices are useful, with the proviso that 

the more recent trends and changes in enrolments in the upper and 

secondary grades are probably the best predictors for secondary- 

school space needs. The retention policy of the district likewise has 

some effect. If retention is fairly high, a higher drop-out rate may be 

predicted when the leaving-age is reached than if retention were 

lower. No general rule can be given about this, however; the 

district’s own experience must be the determinant. Average daily 

2 For practical purposes, “live births’’ seems to be a more useful measure than 
“birth rate,” and it is more easily ascertainable from local records. 
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attendance is high nationally, but again the local experince must 

be the guiding element. 

How many and why pupils drop out of school requires careful 

study. Here the legal leaving-age exerts strong influence. Are good 

paying jobs for young people available in or near the district? If 

so, this may cause an increase in drop-outs as soon as the leaving-age 

is reached. But if high-school graduation is commonly required of 

new employees in industries of the district, there will be an op- 
posite effect upon secondary-school enrolments. Also, what effect 

would a modification of the secondary-school program be likely to 

have on the drop-out situation? 
The secondary-school program.—The program of secondary edu- 

cation must be studied to determine whether it is meeting the 

needs of the pupils and the desires of the citizenry. It is folly to 

build for a program that needs extensive remodeling. Some means 

should be devised for talking over the program with the pupils and 

the community to ascertain what is really wanted from the secondary 

schools of the district. 
Some administrators view a plan of this kind with alarm, and 

will consent to it only if it is intentionally innocuous or if it is 

more or less “loaded” in advance. Such administrators perhaps 

should be viewed with alarm by their citizenry. A program in the 

planning of which the public has had a real part has a militant 

supporting group available if needed. As part of the program 

study, the reactions and judgments of graduates and drop-outs also 

are of considerable value. 

When the district has determined the kind of program it wants 

by these and other means, and the number of pupils to be accom- 

modated has been carefully estimated and enrolments projected 

into the future, the second long step is indicated. 

Wuat Do WE HaAve? 

To evaluate what we have involves a careful matching of needs 

against present facilities. Some differences, of course, will appear 

almost automatically. Studying existing facilities is not easy, how- 

ever. Many high schools that are felt to be overcrowded are found 

to be merely under-utilized. Careful study and scheduling of 
space, with some adaptation of the platoon idea, may result in the 

conclusion that much less additional space is needed than. was at 

first thought to be the case. Such absurdities as duplicate shops for 

different types of students when total enrolments in shop courses 

justify but one shop are hard for laymen to understand and to 
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stomach. Now is the time to attempt to correct matters of this sort.? 
On the other hand, some buildings which cost excessively to 

maintain in usable condition and which at the same time provide 

only facilities of marginal quality should be abandoned for school 

purposes even though they do provide space of a sort. They may 

cost the district more in the end than new facilities without render- 

ing good service. The possibility of converting buildings from one 

use to another, however, should enter into the evaluation of the 

present plant. 

After the plant has been analyzed and evaluated, the differences 

between what is needed and what exists may be expected to emerge 
with reasonable clearness. At this point the study may reveal that 

the supposed need for additional space was more imaginary than 

real. If rehabilitation or better utilization are all that is needed, 

the solutions are indicated. If, however, the study establishes that 

a shortage of space exists or will shortly exist, the last approach must 
be made. 

How To Get Wuat Is NEEDED 

In rural districts needing additional secondary-school space a 
first consideration may be how facilities can be consolidated to pro- 
vide the desired program most efficiently and economically for 

the benefit of the pupils. Here a warning may be sounded. 

Better facilities attract and hold more pupils longer. Schools exist 
in every state that have overflowed almost from the first day of their 

operation in spite of the fact that careful and even generous plan- 
ning was thought to have been done. A new consolidated school 

needs especially careful planning in this respect. 
Consolidation of the usual sort is not always the answer, how- 

ever. School districts may be combined in various ways for second- 

ary-school purposes, depending upon the statutes. This plan is 
especially applicable in fringe areas. Working agreements can be 

made between boards of education if good will exists. Annexation 

of part of one district to another has already been mentioned and 

is another type of consolidation. Absorption of one district by 

another if both educational and financial advantages result is also 
a possibility. Overlying secondary-school districts, a form of con- 
solidation practiced in several states, is especially appropriate if a 
community college is desired as part of the secondary-school organi- 
zation and program of the area. 

® With respect to the matter of space and cost of building it, one is tempted to 
suggest that with air-conditioning a plant in almost continuous operation throughout 
the year would solve some space problems. Of course, the year-around school brings 
other problems with it. 
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Another solution to the problem is the use of the campus type 
plant. If a new plant is established, a large enough site can be ob- 

tained to provide for additional building space as the growing 

enrolment reaches its anticipated peak. On a site already in use, the 
campus type plan can be introduced if the land area is reasonably 

large. 

Paying for the needed facilities will be a problem in many 
districts as long as local financing is the accepted plan. With many 

districts at the limit of their bonding power, outside aid may be- 
come increasingly urgent. Local financing is already strained to 
the breaking point in some areas, as shown by the need for school- 
housing “authorities,” established in some states to by-pass the 

bonding limit. 
A perhaps radical approach to the financing problem is to make 

such legal changes as may be necessary to bring about complete, 

or nearly complete, state financing of school plants. With in- 

creasing state aid for current expense fairly well accepted in princi- 

ple and gaining in practice, there seems little valid reason not to 

pay for school plants in the same way. Such an approach will 
doubtless be viewed with horror by the “local-righters,” but it has 
much to commend it in the way of decreasing the cost of govern- 
ment without decreasing the service, cheaper credit if bonds are 
needed, and economies such as reasonable standardization of archi- 
tectural planning, service, and costs. 

Finally, federal aid for schoolhouse construction may ultimately 

be achieved on some sensible basis with safeguards that ordinary 

prudence would suggest. Without such aid the future seems bleak, 

indeed, for meeting secondary-school building needs. State aid to 

schools easily may suffer because of the road and other programs of 

the federal government which require state participation. It is not 

difficult to guess the reaction of a legislature or state political 
administration which has to choose between paying a large part or 
all of the costs for school plants itself, but which has merely to 
share with the federal government in improving its roads and 

certain other programs. 



The Campus Type School—A Trend in 
Secondary School Plant Construction 

N. L. ENGELHARDT, JR. 

Engelhardt, Engelhardt, Leggett and Cornell, Educational Consultants 
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HE enormous swelling in school enrollments that has been 

enjoyed by elementary schools in recent years is now spilling 

over into the secondary school level. To take care of this overflow, 

the tempo of constructing secondary schools is steadily increasing 
in every community. These new school building plants are taking 

new forms and it is not uncommon to hear the words “campus type” 

applied to some of these new schools, although it should be said that 

this type of plan has also been used successfully in elementary 

schools. 

What is a campus type school? Architecturally defined, it means 

a plan which puts groups of classrooms into separate buildings while 
administration, physical education, auditorium, cafeteria and the 

like are housed in other units each placed where it will have the 
most effective relationship with the others. This definition serves 
well for describing how a campus plan looks but not why it looks 

the way it does. The answer to this question can come only from 

examining the purposes of secondary educational programs and 

what they are trying to accomplish. 

Different things are being asked of secondary schools today 

from those of a generation ago. The view that education is a pain- 

ful process to be carried out by teacher and book, in confining 

rooms, with little equipment other than fixed desk and chair, is 
changing. It is giving way to a more vital education, where subjects 
are taught as tools to work with and where the entire environment 
contributes to the learning process. Thus, learning can be an ex- 

citing, fascinating activity. The aims of the program are broader 

and more basic than the simple subject-matter training of the past. 

The embracing of these broader aims for education for boys and 
girls has meant that the older type of recitation room must give 
way to the imaginatively developed learning laboratory. The 

physical aspect of the school building itself, its layout, its materials, 

its form, creates within its walls and on its site a learning environ- 

ment which can have a powerful impact on student interest. 
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The interest in the development of the individual into a well- 
rounded citizen has brought about not only this concern for his 

physical educational environment but for its numerical size as well. 

More and more people are questioning how big a school should be. 
One of the clearest and most definite relationships established by 

a recent study into this problem is that “sheer bigness of the educa- 

tional enterprise and trouble with pupils seem to go hand in hand. 
Teachers in big school districts, in big schools and with big classes 

reported significantly more trouble with pupils than teachers in 

small school districts, in small schools with small classes.”* It seems 
clear that “bigness” is not necessarily a benefit and may react against 
a satisfactory learning and guidance program. 

The development of the big high school parallels the growth of 
the offerings in the secondary school program. For the past hundred 

years subject upon subject has been piled up until the extent of 

offerings has become vast. In order to give students the advantages 

of a wide choice of subject matter, the high schools grew larger and 
larger. The large high school justified its ever-growing size by point- 

ing with pride to the variety of course offerings and the consequent 

enrichment to its students. But the growth in size brought with it 
a very high degree of departmentalization and attention to the de- 
velopment of the individual student as a person was not as readily 
attained as in the smaller unit. The establishment of the guidance 
department was an important step but frequently could not over- 

come the difficulties in establishing fundamental inter-personal re- 
lationships where contacts might be with long intervals. Bigness 

carried the high school from the small, informal, personal type of 
organization into an institutional and often mechanical process. 

There are many elements which are increasing the need for 

closer relationships among students and between teachers and stu- 

dents in the secondary schools. Pressure of increasing enrollments, 
demand for more thorough preparation for college, desire to broad- 
en the curriculum, effort to reduce the number of drop-outs, need 

to strengthen liberal arts instruction and extension of school activi- 
ties are all of great concern. Beset with these problems the ado- 

lescent needs guidance, encouragement, stimulation, and freedom 

from tension. 

Architecturally, the “campus plan” is an expression of these needs 
and a reaction against bigness. Some architects have stated that 
they feel the campus plan is less expensive to build than the large, 

*“Teacher Opinion on Pupil Behavior,” National Education Association Research 
Bulletin, Vol. XXXIV, No. 2, April, 1956, p. 104. 
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single building. This may be true under certain circumstances 
such as difficult site conditions, or climatic situations which permit 
out-of-doors circulation, but there is no clear evidence that there is 

much difference in cost in the average case. The great advantage 

lies in the educational benefits. 
The campus plan may be adapted to either one of two types of 

school organization. The first organization is traditional in that 
the school is divided by subject matter departments. The depart- 
ments can utilize the campus plan by creating building units by 
subject so that there is a science building, an English-social studies 

building, a building for mathematics and commercial studies. 
Another unit might serve as the communications center with audi- 

torium and cafeteria; another unit for industrial arts, homemaking 
and the fine arts; while still another unit would serve for the physical 

education purposes of the school. All of these units would be either 

completely separated or tied together with passageways, depending 

upon the climatic situation. 
However, adapting the campus plan to the second type of organi- 

zation, “schools within a school,” appears to be more fundamental 

and more useful than adapting it to the subject-matter organiza- 

tion. Under the schools within a school program, each building 

could be a home base for from 200 to 500 students where the cons- 
tant subjects would be taught—that is, English, social studies, mathe- 

matics, science—and where the guidance program would be carried 
out. These buildings, known as basic instructional centers for the 

general educational program, would serve the students for sixty to 

seventy percent of their school time. Students would move to the 
other units for such specialized activities as business education, 

physical education, music, and shop. 

The schools within a school organization offers an opportunity 

for continuous guidance on the part of the faculty, supplemented 

by a specialized guidance staff including school psychologists and 

guidance counsellors. Here the impact of the thinking of eight or 
ten professional staff members can be brought to bear on any indi- 
vidual student problem, with all the advantages of group under- 

standing, for diagnosis and correction. In contrast to the previous 

concept of guidance as a department to which a student might turn 

in time of need, this offers tremendous possibilities. Actually, 
guidance is the core of the basic instructional center. 

In many schools it has been all too easy to shunt off students into 
shop work or commercial education when they could not meet the 

academic requirements of a college preparation course. As a result, 
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many boys and girls have gained only a part of what we normally 

regard as a liberal arts education. To overcome this problem, 

memberships of the basic instructional centers are being developed 

largely by chance, without specific selection of boys and girls and 

without specific reference to their fields of interest. This means 

that the groups will be highly diverse in terms of interest and 

abilities. To express these groups architecturally in separate and 
distinct facilities is to enhance the sense of belonging. The voca- 

tional student will be securing his general education in common 
with the college preparatory student, and only during part of the 

day will they separate to pursue their specialized courses. Here 

there is no isolation for vocational students nor is there a separation 

for those preparing for college. Likewise, the continual association 
with varied groups prevents the student from concentrating atten- 

tion on classmates in one special area of interest. 

The schools within a school organization, with its close teacher- 

pupil relationship, permits the strengthening of social adjustment 

and the development of social competency. It gives each boy and 

girl a sense of belonging to a group, a very stabilizing influence for 

adolescents. In addition, the basic instructional unit gives each boy 

and girl the opportunity to prove himself in order to secure 

recognition of his own ego. With adequate teacher guidance, he is 

able to build upon his interests and be successful in his own fields. 
Many group activities may be carried out, enabling each boy and 

girl, regardless of skill, to make some contribution. In a school 

of several such units, many more boys and girls are offered leader- 

ship opportunities than could be previously. Student government, 

centered around the unit, becomes a more intimate part of the life 

of each boy and girl. 

As secondary schools throughout the country face not only the 

challenges of expanding educational programs but of continuously 

growing numbers of students, the need for a high degree of flexi- 

bility in school design is essential. Plans should be sufficiently 

flexible to allow for easy expansion, changing programs, reorganiza- 

tion in time schedules among the different groups. The campus plan 

does help in these areas. In searching oyt answers, the campus 

plan is only one of the many designs that have been developed and 

used. Certainly, it is not always applicable to every community to 

meet the local needs. But the possibilities it offers in flexibility, 

programming, and adaptability is attracting attention and its grow- 

ing use means that it will undoubtedly play an important role in 

the planning of better secondary school buildings. 



Acquainting Faculty and Community 
With the New School Plant 

GrorcE W. Howtmgs, III 
Assistant Superintendent, Roanoke Public Schools 
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HERE was a time when it would have been almost absurd to 

speak of acquainting faculty and community with the new 
school building. In those days if a community had a new building 

it probably was just about like the old one anyway. Even after the 

one-room school began to disappear the situation remained much 

the same. Classrooms were classrooms and that was that. The fact 

that the new consolidated school might have certain central facilities 

such as a library or an assembly room did not change the picture too 

much. 

The past quarter century or so has seen marked changes in school 

plant design. Changes have been so great that to the casual ob- 

server it sometimes seems that designers have literally tried to outdo 

themselves simply to be different. Perhaps difference purely for 

the sake of difference has occasionally crept into design, but by and 

large change has come about for good reasons. The program of 

education has changed and that change is reflected in the newer 

buildings. Educators have learned more about the way children 

and youth grow and develop. That knowledge is reflected in many 

of the newer buildings. Architects and educators have learned to 

work together more closely in order that the building may become 

an educational tool rather than mere shelter from the elements. 
Planning procedures have been improved to the point that many 
people participate in planning. This means that more different 

ideas are considered. Technological advances have produced new 

and better building materials and new and better construction 

methods. For these and other reasons the school building of yester- 

day and the modern school plant of today may bear little re- 

semblance to each other. 

It is of particular significance that more and more people are 

speaking of the “school plant” rather than the “school building.” 

This change in terminology reflects a change in thinking concerning 

the nature of the learner and a change in thinking concerning the 

processes of education. It is an accepted fact that all learning 
is not and cannot be limited to the classroom. It is also a fact that 
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some parts of an educational program are better conducted outside 

of the building. For example, it is one thing to talk about plants 

in a biology classroom, but it is more meaningful if those plants can 

be studied in their natural surroundings. This is only one of the 

many examples of using the school site in the program. So many 

and so varied are the potential educational uses of land that some- 
one has said, “A good school plant is a good site partly under roof.” 

The foregoing paragraphs serve to point up some of the reasons 

why it is necessary to acquaint a community with a new school plant. 

The mere fact that a great majority of the citizens of a community 

have at one time or another attended school is not prima facie 

evidence that those same citizens know all there is to know about 
the new plant. At this point it is logical to ask why should the 

citizens of a community know all there is to know about their school 

plant? The answer is obvious. The school plant belongs to them. 

They paid for it or are paying for it. It was built primarily for 

their children. The welfare of education in the community de- 
pends upon their support. Who can wholeheartedly support some- 

thing he does not understand? For example, not too long ago the 

president of a P.T.A. was literally shocked to find that the home- 

making suite of her school, constructed several years ago, included a 

home bathroom. It took considerable time even partially to con- 

vince this ardent supporter of the public schools that such a room 

might have a place in a home-making program. 

Experience of the past few years has shown that the best way to 

introduce faculty and community to the new school plant is to 

encourage them to participate in planning. The time to decide 

whether a bathroom in a home-making department is a waste of 

money is during the planning process. Whether the bathroom is 

included or omitted is of no educational significance unless the in- 

clusion or omission is based on sound thinking concerning the 

educational program. It is a comparatively simple matter to pro- 

vide shelter from the weather for a given number of pupils. Faculty 
and community would need little introduction to mere shelter. On 

the other hand many facilities and features which might be con- 

sidered highly essential to a teacher in a given program could seem 

like “frills” to one with little understanding of the program. 

Space does not permit an exploration of the many ramifications 

of cooperative planning of school plants. It will suffice to recognize 

that faculty and lay participation in plant planning has become a 

reality in hundreds of communities throughout the country. In 

those communities the introduction of the new school plant is a 
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concomitant of the planning process. The important point is not 

that so many people are familiar with the facilities provided but 
that so many people know why those facilities are provided. They 

should know why the so-called standard classroom does not meet 

the needs of their program. They should know why, the auditorium 

and gym are or are not combined into one facility. They should 

know why valuable space is devoted to a “commons” which can be 
used as a community center for various group meetings and rec- 

reational activities. They should know why the site is several 

times larger than the old site, and so on. Admittedly, in many com- 

munities it may be impossible for every interested citizen to have 
a direct part in planning, but all interested citizens can be informed 
through the practice of representative democracy. 

The process of informing faculty and community need not stop 

when the planning is completed. The construction stage offers 

many possibilities. A brochure given wide distribution when plans 

are completed can do much to arouse and maintain’ interest. 
Progress reports through the press and through talks to community 

groups can build understanding. Photographs at various stages 

during the construction can be used effectively. 

With the completion of construction comes the time for the 
final stage of introduction. It is indeed unfortunate that in many 

cases it is not until construction is completed that faculty and com- 

munity get the first real inkling of what the new plant is like. Where 

this is the case a concentrated effort is needed to, first of all, acquaint 

the faculty with the new plant. To a great extent the initial suc- 

cess or the failure of the plant will be determined by whether or not 

the faculty sees it as a teaching tool. It will be well for the designer 

to spend any amount of time required to help the faculty become 

familiar with the new plant and the ways it can be used. This is 

important, especially if the facilities provided vary to any marked 

degree from those with which the teachers are familiar. For ex- 

ample, in many situations a good case can be made for the com- 

bined science classroom—laboratory, both from the point of view of 

science teaching and from the point of view of utilization of space. 

Nevertheless such a facility could be quite upsetting to a teacher 

who had “assumed” that separate science classrooms and laboratories 

would continue to be the order of the day. 

Once the faculty is thoroughly familiar with the new plant many 

and varied activities are possible. Of course a formal ceremony of 

dedication followed by an “Open House” is always in order. “Back 

to School Night” has been used effectively to acquaint community 
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groups with the plant and the program. In some communities the 

various civic organizations have been encouraged to hold at least 

one meeting in the new school plant. P.T.A. meetings have been 

planned to include a tour of the plant. These and similar activities 

must be planned well if they are to be effective. Groups of people 

wandering aimlessly may see the plant, but they may not understand 

it. It is important that someone who knows each space and facility 

be on hand to explain why certain provisions are made or not made 

and to explain the use which will be made of each. Informed 

faculty members can do this, but often it may be more effective to 
ask laymen who have participated directly in the planning to act 
as guides, too. 

It would be most unfortunate if “Open House” were limited to 

a few special occasions. Citizens should be made to feel that they 

are welcome at any time they want to visit their school. Experience 

has shown that there are many advantages to having visitors during 

the school day when they can see the school in operation. Experience 

has shown also that small groups of visitors need not cause undue 

interruption to the program if the visits are planned properly. 

Faculty members need not be called away from their duties to greet 

visitors. Pupils can be most eftective in conducting tours and in ex- 

plaining the educational program. An occasional assignment as a 

guide can be a real educational experience for pupils. 

A good program for acquainting the community with the school 

plant has no end. It is but a start along the road to community 

understanding of the total program of education. 

A Check List of Items to Consider in 

School Site Planning 
WILLIAM P. Durr, Jr. 

North Carolina Concrete Masonry Association 

KR 

. UTILIZATION 

a. Educational Uses 

Nature study, science, arts, dramatics, construction, wood- 

crafts, gardening, outdoor classroom, physical education. 

b. Recreational Uses 

Use during school hours for games—remote from classrooms 
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to avoid noise interference. Use after school hours, week- 
ends, holidays. 

>, Community Uses 

By adults for gardening, playing games, picnicking, hiking. 

Use by neighborhood teenagers where other facilities are 

limited. Automobile parking. 

. SIZE 

a. Areas covered by building. 

b. Areas needed for setbacks. 

c. Areas needed by all outdoor educational and recreational 

activities. 

d. Automobile parking. 

e. Roads and sidewalks. 

f. Landscaping. 

3. RELATION OF HOME AND SCHOOL 
. Proximity of school site to the homes of the children; im- 

portant aspect of teacher-parent or home-school relationship, 

especially at primary school. 

. One-half mile is maximum distance for young children to 

walk to school. 

. One-quarter mile is about as far as young children will go to 

to get to a playground after school or weekends. 

. TOPOGRAPHY 

a. In hilly districts, children should not be expected to climb 

mountains or step hillsides to get to school. A climb of 

more than 100 ft. should be carefully studied. 

. Topographical map should be prepared in questionable 

cases. 
. The site itself need not be flat. Some variations are desirable. 

Hazardous cliffs, pits, gullies, and the like should be avoided. 

. COST OF SITE 
a. Costs of sites are usually a small part of the total cost of the 

school plant. Even an expensive site will not raise the cost 

of the total project significantly and may reduce the over-all 

cost. 

b. The better sites are good investments for the long range. 

6. BUILDING 

a. Orientation to secure southeastern or southwestern exposure 

in all rooms. 
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b. Placement in corner or on one side of site. Never in center. 

Cc. Provision for future extension. 

7. DRIVES AND WALKS 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Accessibility to building for pedestrian and auto traffic from 
main streets. 
Safety by separation of pedestrian and vehicle traffic. 
Separation of service drives. 

Directness of walks thereby discouraging shortcuts across 

lawns. 

. Ramping of sidewalks where grade does not exceed 12 or 15 
percent. Steps undesirable. 

. Placement of sidewalks ranging in width from 8 to 12 feet 

depending on volume of traffic. 

. BUILDING SETTING 

a. 

b. 
Set back from streets at least 100 feet. 

Provision of ample open spaces around building to accommo- 

date children not in actual play. 
. Use of washed gravel areas near building where ground is in 
constant use. 

. Placement of grass surface over approach areas so as to avoid 

damage through play. 

. Provision for adjacent automobile parking and service areas. 
Servicing to be concealed from principal view. 

Beautification of building by proper planting. f. 

9. RECREATIONAL AREAS 

. Proper orientation of athletic fields. 

. Connection to locker rooms, building, and streets by walks. 

>. Protection from streets or adjacent private property by fenc- 

ing. 

. Proper spacing of fields to avoid interference of one group of 
players with another. 

. Provision for orchard or fruit garden. 

f. Inclusion of woods for nature study and scout craft. 

. Provision for grove for picnics, outdoor classes, or rest periods. 
. Arrangement for an outdoor theater in natural depression, if 

available. 

i. Provision for good drainage of all recreational areas and 
avoidance of soil erosion. 

10. PLANTING 

a. Securing a good top soil. 
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. Planting of strong, hardy deciduous trees and avoidance of 
evergreens and thick foliage near building which might ex- 

clude light from windows. 

. Placement of large trees near building in keeping with mas- 
siveness of structure. 

. Location of shrubs at least twenty feet from building when 

windows begin at ground level. 

. Elimination of trees near play areas where they might be 

subject to damage. 
. Selection of plants for toughness, hardiness, and freedom from 

disease. 

. Retention of all trees possible. Planting of native trees and 
avoidance of thorny trees or those bearing fruits, nuts, berries. 

. Seclusion of unsightly places or poorly developed adjacent 

property by trees, thick growth of hedges or shrubs. 

i. Covering of blank walls with vines or fronted by trees. 
. Use of perennial flowers only in well protected beds. 

. MISCELLANEOUS 

a. Satisfactory environment—Are the school grounds isolated 
from main highways, railroads, industrial plants, streams, 

ponds? 

. Accessibility—Are there adequate, convenient sidewalks, lo- 

cated away from the main drives? 

. Recreational grounds—Does your elementary school have at 
least five acres plus one acre for each 100 pupils for recrea- 
tion? In the high school are there ten acres plus one acre 
for each 100 pupils for sports? 

. Traffic protection—Are play areas protected from highway 

and street traffic by distance or good fences? Is there traffic 

in the play area to endanger the children while playing? 

. Grounds—Are they reasonably level and well drained? Do 

puddles of water stand on the school grounds? Children may 

injure themselves on very rough ground. 
. Surfacing—Is there sod on as much of the areas as possible? 

Is bituminus pavement or other satisfactory surfacing used 

for mud and dust control near the building? Cinders, slag, 

and sharp materials are not satisfactory. 
. Safe, approved playground equipment—Is it in good repair, 
with sand, soft earth, or equally good material under slides 

and swings where children are likely to fall? 

. Landscaping—Is it attractive—to create pride in children and 
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community? On the other hand, are there too many trees, 
cutting out valuable light and sunshine? 

i. Maintenance—Are grounds clean . . . free of rubbish . . . 
walks clear . . . free from ice and snow? 

j. When—Is site planning undertaken well in advance of need 

for buildings? This eliminates excessive cost and insures 

availability of adequate acreage. 

Trends in Personnel Management* 
WILLARD S. ELSBREE 

Teacher's College, Columbia University 

Kx 

F crags who is familiar with what has been happening in 
school administration in the United States during the past 

thirty-five years can’t help but realize that a great change has taken 

place both in the point of view held with respect to the role of the 
administrator and in what constitute sound policies for operating 
the school system. Early in the century, educators showed con- 

siderable interest in business administration, attendance and census, 
school plant planning, school finance, and school organization. An 
examination of some of the early surveys will reveal scanty attention 

to personnel administration. In a survey of a large mid-western city 

made in 1917, only a few (less than fifteen) pages of a 926 page 

report are devoted to the topic of personnel management as we 
interpret the meaning of the term today. The authors of the survey 

did treat the need for supervision; they mentioned certification re- 

quirements for high school teachers; they devoted a small paragraph 
to salaries; they discussed the work of custodians and engineers. 
That about sums up the attention given to this area of administra- 

tion. Window shades, lighting, plant needs and similar topics got 

the lion’s share of the space. I personally participated in a survey 
of the Beaumont, Texas Schools in 1927 and the section of that 
report devoted to the teaching staff was limited to thirteen pages and 
included tables and a brief discussion of teaching experience, prepa- 
ration, salaries, improvement in service and teacher turnover. In 

this same volume, thirty pages were given to business administration, 

fifty-five pages to building program and thirty pages to finance. 

*A talk given at the School of Education of the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, May 14, 1956. 
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Today there is great interest manifest in personnel administra- 

tion. Within the past five years a plethora of books have come off 
the presses, several covering much the same ground. The titles 
indicate the nature of the subject matter covered: Chandler and 
Petty—Personnel Management in School Administration (World 

Book) , Weber—Personnel Problems of School Administration (Mc- 
Graw-Hill), Yeager—Administration and the Teacher (Harper 
Bros.) , Elsbree and Reutter—Staff Personnel in the Public Schools 

(Prentice Hall), AASA Yearbook 1955—Staff Relations in School 
Administration. 

The above are by no means all of the texts covering nearly 

every phase of personnel administration from recruitment and 

selection to retirement. The body of material available in this field 

is truly impressive, and while relatively little research and ex- 

perimentation has been done in the public school field in personnel 
administration, industry and government have furnished us with 

considerable factual data that have significance for administering 

schools. Such tomes as Dale Yoder’s Personnel Management and 

Industrial Relations are filled with reports of research studies that 
bear on personnel management. It is interesting to note that 

Yoder lists thirty-three publications that report industrial rela- 

tions research. Mosher, Kingsley and Stahl’s book on Public 

Personnel Administration is also a most valuable contribution and 
is used fairly widely in classes in school administration. 

Moreover, the attention given to the general topic in conven- 

tion speeches, workshops, and magazine articles leaves little doubt 

as to the importance of the personnel area in the minds of educators 

everywhere in the country. We can assert therefore without fear 
of successful contradiction, that this phase of school administration 

is finally coming into its own. And incidentally it might be pointed 

out that nearly everyone considers himself something of an expert 

in this field and doesn’t hesitate to generalize about controversial 

issues, or matters that are puzzling to those who have given years of 

study to the area. 

What are the important trends in personnel administration? I 
am able to identify five that seem to me to be worthy of some dis- 

cussion. The first one has to do with staff organization. There has 

been much talk and considerable criticism of the line and staff ar- 

rangement. It is true that we borrowed it from industry and the 

army. Personally, I think it is a useful scheme and frankly, I 

doubt if anyone has really come up with a more satisfactory plan. 
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The difficulty does not lie in the line and staff organization but in 

the way it has been used. There is nothing in the scheme that pre- 

vents the addition of machinery for utilizing the intelligence and 

creativity of employees. Nor is there anything inherently undemo- 

cratic about it. What is needed is a provision whereby employee 
committees are available to advise and assist in the formulation of 
policy. While in the past the delegation of power to make decisions 

has too often been concentrated in line officers and employee judg- 

ment has not been systematically considered, this situation need not 

exist if appropriate machinery is devised to counteract arbitrary 

decisions by any single official. Policy formulation in varying de- 

grees is a function of every employee. Policy execution is a task 
belonging to administrators. While it can be argued that teachers 

execute policy, in the main this distinction between policy formula- 

tion and execution is a helpful one in distinguishing the role of line 
officers from the function of staff. In any event we are modifying 
the earlier concept of line and staff and flattening out somewhat 
the illustrations of staff organization found on charts. Employees 

today in many school systems are officially made participants in 

policy formulation. 
A second accomplishment and trend is that personnel policies 

are being officially adopted by boards of education and publicized. 
This may not seem an important step to some but actually it has 

raised administrative practices to a relatively high level. Boards 
of education cease to give opportunistic responses to personnel 
situations when they arise, and decisions are made in accordance 

with carefully thought-out policies. The effect of this on morale is 

easy to understand. 

Cities like Denver, Colorado, and Schenectady, New York, to 

mention only two of many that could be named have outlined their 

personnel policies in printed bulletins and there is little room left 
for misunderstanding on the part of board members, administrators, 
or teachers. 

Closely related to the two trends just noted is the attention or 
emphasis now given to employee morale. Throughout the history 

of public education in the United States, intelligent’ laymen and 
administrators have recognized the relationship between efficiency 

and morale, but somehow the importance of mental hygiene has 

only recently penetrated the minds of the rank and file administra- 

tor and school board member. Studies in industry have produced 

statistical evidence of the effects of mental and emotional states 
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on work efficiency. While attempts to measure morale have not 

always been successful, attitude surveys and employee interviews are 

now fairly common methods of keeping abreast of how employees 

feel and think. School systems are slowly beginning to study this 

problem systematically. But even apart from a factual analysis 

there is general acceptance of the importance of developing and 

maintaining a team spirit among employees in the interest of public 

education. 

A fourth trend which I think is clearly demonstrable is the 

trend toward collective negotiation in establishing working condi- 

tions of employees. This needs some interpretation. The A. F. of 

T. has an interesting discussion in a recent book entitled Organiza- 

tion of the Teaching Profession. Like most national associations 

whose officers and active members attempt to explain the contribu- 

tions of their organization there is a tendency in this book to exag- 

gerate to some extent the role and the contribution of the A. F. of T. 

But there is a chapter in this volume entitled “Teacher Organiza- 

tion and Collective Action” which is stimulating and interesting. 

While I find it difficult to accept the extreme position held by the 

union, there can be no doubt but that Boards of Education are 

engaging every day in collective negotiation with teacher groups in 

determining policies and working conditions. The process has not 

been formalized or officially adopted. The trend toward settling 

personnel problems through conference and discussion with em- 

ployee representatives is I think well established according to a 

statement in the A. F. of T. Yearbook just referred to. The authors 

point out that the teachers in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, Butte, Mon- 

tana, Bremerton, Washington, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, and Cicero, 

Illinois have developed bargaining relations with their respective 

school boards. 

Time does not permit a full discussion of the problems associated 

with collective bargaining. There are legal as well as theoretical 

questions related to collective bargaining by public school teachers. 

What is significant for school administrators is that school boards 

are adopting a procedure which in essence has the element of ne- 

gotiation in it. And those who are studying school administration 

need to look into the question of collective bargaining or negotia- 

tion to see its implication and procedures. 

Finally, there is a trend which seems to have swept some educa- 

tors off their feet and that is to rely on “group process” in resolving 

their most pressing staff problems. 
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There can be little doubt in the minds of any informed educator 

that the day of authoritarian administrator is rapidly coming to 
a close. Moreover, there is a great need for information on how 

to operate a school democratically and efficiently. (For an excel- 

lent discussion of group process and what it entails, the reader is 

referred to Chapter 7 of Burton and Brueckner’s book, Supervision 

—A Social Process.) The idea of solving problems, determining 

policies, reaching decisions through discussion wherein all are free 

to express their views certainly has much merit. Moreover, it is 
designed to two major purposes. Not only should it result in better 

policies but as a medium for developing the potentialities of indi- 
vidual employees, it offers tremendous possibilities. 

Unfortunately, like progressive education spelled with a capital 
P, there is great danger that group dynamics will produce a cult, 
if it has not already done so, and the extremists will be led to make 

extravagant claims for the process and bring it slowly but certainly 

into ill repute. In the hands of mediocre leaders, disorder, lack of 
control, and unreasoned conclusions can grow out of group efforts. 

To date, we are in the experimental stage of group process, and 

while some excellent thinking has been done, there remains the task 

of interpreting to school administrators the techniques and the con- 

ditions essential for applying group process locally. Up to now, 

the psychologists, the psychiatrists, and the sociologists have theo- 

rized about group process. It remains yet to be tried out in the 

complicated but realistic atmosphere of a public school system. 

Ronald Lippett, Carl Rogers, Moreno, Harry Overstreet, Kurt 

Levine, et al. are brilliant experimenters and thinkers, and we need 

to acquaint ourselves thoroughly with their views and findings. 

But we need to be fully informed before we adopt “whole hog” their 
theories of group process and attempt to apply them locally. Per- 
haps such a warning is not only necessary but unwise—since the 

natural reaction of administrators is to be conservative—but there 

is an extremist group who see the millennium in group process, who 

feel that we are all equally wise or ignorant, and who if left to their 

own schemes would reduce the administrator to a subordinate role 
in the hierarchy. It is the claims of this fringe group that we need 
to question. 

In conclusion there is a general recognition of the importance 
of personnel administration among educators today. There is need 

for adapting the staff organization to fit the newer concepts of 
democratic administration. The line and staff arrangement needs 
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to be modified to insure staff participation in policy formulation. 

School systems are now adopting policies and publicizing them. 

Greater attention is being given to morale as an essential factor in 

insuring efficiency. Management is using improved negotiation 
procedures in dealing with employees and some school systems are 
pattering their practices after industrial procedures. Finally “group 
process” is gradually replacing the old authoritarian procedure in 
reaching decisions and solving problems. 



Audio-Visual Materials and Cechniques 
KENNETH M. McINTYRE 

Bureau of Audio-Visual Education, Extension Division University of North Carolina 

FILM NOTES 

The following films have been added to the Bureau of Audio-Visual Edu- 

cation collection. The films were produced by the University of Indiana’s film 

production service and are available for rental. They have been found useful 

in the areas of mathematics, languages, arts, and science. 

* Understanding Numbers Series (Ind. U.) 

THE EARLIEST NUMBERS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. 

Shows man’s first efforts to count with symbols and the contribution of these 

efforts to our present number system. Stresses this contribution in terms of 

the essential elements of a modern numeration system: base, place, symbols, 

zero, decimal point. Through models, demonstrates and explains certain 

physical methods of writing and reckoning with numbers. 

BASE AND PLACE, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Presents 

the characteristics, history, and applications of the binary system. Through 

this system emphasizes the basic principles of base and place in our system of 

numeration. Shows how numbers are represented in the binary system and its 

relationship to electronic digital computers. Demonstrates the importance of 

base and place in our number system. 

BIG NUMBERS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound black and white. Demonstrates 

how scientists and mathematicians write and use very large and very small 

numbers. Stresses the meaning and importance of exponents and powers and 

shows some of their uses. Presents and demonstrates exponents and scientific 

notation as an easy way of writing and computing with large numbers. Ex 

plains negative exponents and demonstrates how very small numbers are 

written and used. 

FUNDAMENTAL OPERATIONS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and 

white. Analyzes modular arithmetic as an aid in understanding the principles 

of our own, or rational, arithmetic. Through arithmetic modulo five shows 

the closure, commutative, and identity element principles of rational arithmetic. 

Identifies the additional associative and distributive arithmetic principles using 

our own arithmetic. Demonstrates that the two fundamental operations are 

addition and multiplication. 

SHORT CUTS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Explains and 

demonstrates logarithms, the slide rule, and other methods for simplifying 

computation. Explains the development and application of logarithms. Shows 

how a log table is constructed and used. Relates this to a model of a slide 

rule and demonstrates its operation and uses. 

FRACTIONS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. -Presents the 

history and some of the characteristics of fractions. Sketches the basic principles 

governing the use of fractions. Shows that a fraction has five meanings. Traces 

the way in which our present representation of fractions has come to us from 
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Babylonia, Egypt, Greece, Rome, India and Belgium. Compares the properties 

of rational, decimal and duodecimal fractions. 

NEW NUMBERS, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Explains new 

and important number concepts in modern mathematics. Indicates the pattern 

of how new numbers arise. Presents some of the history, characteristics, and 

uses of negative, irrational, transfinite, and complex numbers as well as 

quaternions. 

* Talking Sense Series (Ind. U.) 

JUST WHAT IS GENERAL SEMANTICS? 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black 

and white. Indicates that in the broadest sense general semantics is concerned 

with the factors in communication that lead to misunderstanding, tension, and 

conflict. Reviews Alfred Korzybski’s formulation of general semantics. Suggests 

that by analyzing patterns of talk we can begin to understand and prevent 

unrealistic behavior. 

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO MAKE A STATEMENT OF FACT? 27 
minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. Discusses the difference between 

statements of fact and statements of inference. Points out how these statements 

can be distinguished one from the other. Shows that when a person is not 

aware of the difference between fact and inference, he may act as if inference is 

fact. 

WHY DO PEOPLE MISUNDERSTAND EACH OTHER? 27 minutes, 

16mm, sound, black and white. Analyzes how words may lead to misunder- 

standing. Demonstrates that the meaning of words is not fixed and that in 

themselves words contain no meaning. Yet, listeners often worry more about 

what words mean than what speakers mean. 

WHAT IS A GOOD OBSERVER? 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and 

white. Considers the differences between a good and a bad observer and re- 

lates this to talking sense. Suggests that the consequence of talking based on 

observation of similarities alone is a limitation of our awareness of the world 

while talk grounded in observation that also considers differences is a mark of 

the mature mind. 

ON THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WORDS AND THINGS, 27 minutes, 

16mm, sound, black and white. Discusses the consequences of forgetting that 

words only point to things. Words make it easy to distort descriptions of 

reality. Illustrations of how attention to words alone may lead to unrealistic 

behavior are given. 

THE MAN WHO KNOWS IT ALL, 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and 

white. Considers the nature and consequences of the “disease of allness,” an 

attitude present in the person who says or implies that what he knows about a 

thing is all that can be said. Shows that when “allness” exists, mental growth 

is inhibited. The cure is an awareness that more can be said. 

* The Atom Series (Ind. U.) 

HOW BIG ARE ATOMS? 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black and white. 

Discusses the importance of knowing whether or not atoms really exist and 

determining their exact size. Reviews the many differnt but precise and 

identical determinations of the size of atoms. 
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WHAT MAKES ATOMS STICK TOGETHER? 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, 

black and white. Considers the composition and internal behavior of atoms. 

Demonstrates the peculiar wave and particle nature of the atoms’ components. 

WHY ARE ATOMS UNPREDICTABLE? 27 minutes, 16mm, sound, black 

and white. Discusses man’s age-old belief that the future is predictable, like 

the stars. Stresses that modern study of atoms reveals their behavior to be as 

puzzling as human behavior. Maintains that atomic research points to at least 

this much reason for optimism: “The future is uncertain.” 

* Write to the University of North Carolina, Bureau of Audio-Visual Edu- 

cation, Abernethy Hall, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, for booking information. 

PUBLICATIONS THAT MAY BE HELPFUL 

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS TO INSTRUCTION. By Harry C. McKown and 

Alvin B. Roberts. 608 pages. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 330 West 42nd 

Street, New York 36. Second Edition. $5.00. 

DISPLAY FOR LEARNING. Prepared by Marjorie East. Edited by Edgar 

Dale, 306 pages. The Dryden Press, 31 W. 54th Street, New York 19. 1952. 

$3.00. 

EDUCATIONAL FILM GUIDE, 11th completely revised edition, 1953. 1037 

pages, with supplement service annually and semi-annually. The 11th edition 

and the supplement service are each $7.50 unless ordered and billed at the same 

time when the combination price is $12.50 (for foreign prices, add $1.00). The 

H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University Ave., New York 52. 

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE SLIDEFILMS. Compiled and Edited by 

Mary Foley Horkheimer and John W. Diffor. Eighth Annual Edition, 1956. 

Educators Progress Service, Dept. AVG, Randolph, Wisconsin. $5.00. 

EDUCATORS GUIDE TO FREE TAPES, SCRIPTS, AND TRANSCRIP- 

TIONS. Compiled and Edited by Walter A. Wittich, Ph.D., and Gertie L. 

Hanson, M.A. Second Annual Edition, 1956. Educators Progress Service, Dept. 

AVG, Randolph, Wisconsin. $5.75. 

AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS FOR TEACHING READING. Compiled by 

Robert Leestma. Slater’s Book Store, Inc., 336 S. State Street, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan. 1954. $1.00. This booklet is an attempt to make readily accessible 

a rather comprehensive listing of the films, filmstrips, slides, flat pictures, 
recordings, and special devices commercially available that are useful in the 

teaching of reading. 

FELT BOARDS FOR TEACHING. By Charles H. Dent and Ernest F. 

Tiemann. Visual Instruction Bureau, University of Texas, Austin 12. 1955. 

26 pages. $1.00. Here is a booklet full of ideas about the felt board. Attention 

is given to its construction, materials for use, tips on presentation and sources of 

materials. Teachers can use this pamphlet. 

LETTERING TECHNIQUES. By Martha F. Meeks. Visual Instruction 

Bureau, University of Texas, Austin 12. 1956. 33 pages. $1.00. Those who 

have not had formal instruction in the art of lettering will find this book 

especially designed for their use. 



Book Keviews 

Frank, Lawrence K. and Mary Frank, YouR ADOLESCENT AT HOME AND IN SCHOOL. 

New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1956. 356 pp. $3.95. 

There is probably no set of authors better qualified to write a book for 

parents and teachers dealing with the problems of the high school student. The 

best research in the field of adolescent development is combined with insight 

into the significance of this research in the specific problems which will arise 

for parents in their relations with their adolescent children. The nature of the 

relationship between the student and the school is also well treated. The 
teacher who finds himself in the position of recommending a book to parents 

may find this will fit the bill. Bibliographies are quite adequate. 

S.M.H. 

Lerrigo, Marion O. and Helen Southard in consultation with Milton J. E. Senn, 

THe DuTTon SERIES ON SEX EDUCATION. New York: E. P. Dutton and 

Company, 1956. 

This is a series of five books bearing the titles “Sex Facts and Attitudes” 

($2.50) , “Parents’ Privilege” ($2.00), “A Story About You” ($2.00), “What’s 

Happening to Me” ($2.00), and “Learning About Love” ($2.00). The first is 

eighty-eight pages in length, is written for parents, teachers, and group leaders, 

and discusses the problems of sex education in simple and understandable 

terms. The second is sixty-four pages in length and deals with the information 

which parents should pass on to children in the age bracket three to eight. 

The other three volumes are written for reading by children in the age brackets 

nine to twelve, twelve to fifteen, and sixteen to twenty respectively. Illustrative 

material is attractive and helpful. Bibliographies are good and up-to-date. 

The series carries the approval of the Joint Committee on Health Problems 
in Education of the National Education Association and the American Medical 

Association. They are also available in paperback form from the American 
Medical Association. 

While part of the series is not in the general age span of the high school 

library, it might well be included in the professional library of high school 

teachers or in the professional section of the high school library. The three 

volumes written directly for student use could well be placed in general 

circulation and also made available in classes in home economics, hygiene, 

biology, and personal and social problems. 

S.M.H. 

Rankin, Robert S., THE GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION OF NORTH CAROLINA, 

New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1955. 429 pp. $4.95. 

In case there are any social studies teachers in North Carolina who have not 

already become acquainted with this book they should do so immediately. It 

should be used as a reference work both by the teachers of the ninth grade 
civics course and of the seventh grade teachers of North Carolina history and 

geography. Professor Rankin has brought a wealth of information and ex- 
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perience to the job of writing this text. It is readable, comprehensive, and 

up-to-date. 

The schoolman who is not a social studies teacher would do well to read this 

book for the insights which it may give him into the problems of the schools 

in relation to other governmental affairs. It should also be on the North 

Carolina shelf of the high school library. For those outside of the state the 

basic similarities between the problems of the different states will make it of 

interest and value. 

S.M.H. 

Runes, Dagobert D., ON THE NATURE OF MAN—An Essay in Primitive Philosophy, 

New York: Philosophical Library, 1956. 105 pp. $3.00. 

Dr. Runes has done it again! In this new work, his attempt to define the 

boundaries of human thinking and morality is so fascinating that any reader 

will wish to explore beyond the borderlines. 

The author, in his quest for the motivating factors in human society, trans- 

ports the reader deep into the chasms of the mind. Although this type of philo- 

sophical writing is often heavy, such is not the case in this exposition. The 

author has stripped himself of the traditional philosophical terminology and 

has written an account that will stir the reader’s thought processes. The world 

of man rests in man’s mind and, consequently, man’s mind is his world. This 

is Runes’ basic premise and in keeping with it, he concludes that man is but of 

one kind, divided into three distinct types: the Opportunist, the Man of Con- 

science, and the Many. 

The subject of the essay is treated in sixteen parts. Of these, the most in- 

teresting treat such facets as the alphabet, speech, God, government, and law. 

The last one-third of the volume, Evening Thoughts, presents philosophical 

pronouncements that will furnish any reader untold latitudes for further think- 

ing. Not only is this essay a must for the teacher and student of the 

philosophy of education, but it will also serve the purpose of the general 

reading public. Any one may profit from several readings of this keen analysis 
of primitive thinking. 

ELMER LAWSON 




